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Paper Submissions

Prospective authors are encouraged to submit an or some original and unpublished papers that fulfilled these following guidelines:

- Papers should be written in readable and plain English and between 4 to 6 pages.
- **Language:** English is the working language of the conference. If English is not your native language, please have your papers read by a native English speaker, or seek online services of proof reading to improve the language of your papers. Please note that your paper is subject to further review and it may be rejected if it is deemed that English of your paper is not acceptable.
- Paper submission is done through the [EasyChair](https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=ctsm2020) system. If you already have an account for EasyChair just login with your existing account. If you don’t have an EasyChair account you can register on the EasyChair Registration Page or during the paper submission process.
Setelah memasukkan username dan password KLIK Log In
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You are logged in to CITSM2020 (The 8th International Conference on Cyber and IT Service Management).

Use the links below to access CITSM2020.
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Klik make a new submission
New Submission for CITSM2020

Follow the instructions, step by step, and then use the "Submit" button at the bottom of the form. The required fields are marked by "*".

Author Information

For each author please fill out the form below. Some items on the form are explained here:

- **Email address** will only be used for communication with the authors. It will not appear in public Web pages of this conference. The email address can be omitted for non-corresponding authors. These authors will also have no access to the submission page.
- **Web page** can be used on the conference Web pages, for example, for making the program. It should be a Web page of the author, not the Web page of her or his organization.
- Each author marked as a **corresponding author** will receive email messages from the system about this submission. There must be at least one corresponding author.

### Author 1 (click here to add yourself) (click here to add an associate)

- First name: 
- Last name: *
- Email: *
- Country/region: *
- Organization: *
- Web page:  

-对应的作者

Isi data author
Title and Abstract
The title and the abstract should be entered as plain text, they should not contain HTML elements.

Title: *

Abstract: *

Keywords
Type a list of keywords (also known as key phrases or key terms), one per line to characterize your submission. You should specify at least three keywords.

Keywords: *
The following part of the submission form was added by CITSM2020. It has neither been checked nor endorsed by EasyChair.

**Paper.** Upload your paper. The paper must be in PDF format (file extension .pdf)

Choose File  No file chosen

Upload file paper dalam format PDF

Ready?
If you filled out the form, press the 'Submit' button below. **Do not press the button twice: uploading may take time!**
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